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The attention of the British Archaeological Association has

already been drawn to the discovery of important Roman
remains in the Isle of Wight, The site is close to where once
stood a fort called Gurnard Castle, which in 1635 was in a

state of complete defence, but has now utterly disappeared.

The discoverer of the Roman remains was Mr. Edwin Joseph
Smith, who first observed the fragments in 1864, watched
their development, and called my attention to the subject.

They were found at the verge of the cliff in Gurnard or Gur-
net Bay, at the termination of the ancient British and Roman
road called " Rue-street," This road, under various names,
proceeds in a direct line through the Island from Gurnard
Bay to Niton and Puckaster Cove. Resident near the spot,

Mr. Edwin Joseph Smith has for years past directed his

attention to the neighbouring shore, finding pieces of iron,

copper, and lead, washed up by the tide. On the beach, in

July 1864, he picked up a silver coin of Septimius Severus,

and a brass one of Antoninus, just under the cliff. On the

9th of October following, a large brass coin of Augustus
Caesar was found at the same spot; and on the 29th his

curiosity was further awakened by a hewn stone with some
mortar attached to it, which had recently fallen from the
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cliff. This led liini more particularly to examine the cliff;

and npon searching the outer face of it, within a foot of the

top, he perceived a long white line, which by clearing with

his fingers for a short distance, he found to be a tessellated

pavement Avith a worked stone at the end of it. As the

property belonged to W. G. Ward, Esq., he mentioned the

discovery to the land-agent, Mr. J. B. Bird, who entered

with much interest into the further investigation of the site,

and fu]-nished some labourers to assist in the research. Very

soon they exposed the foundations and ground-floor of a

Roman building of three rooms, and found about a dozen

Roman coins, some Samian ware, a bushel and a half of

other pottery, numbers of roofing stones (mostly broken), and

a variety of lead, iron, and 1 )ronze articles ; also some oyster-

shells, bones, etc. Mr. J. D. Smith has made a ground-plan of

the site (see plate 21). The length of the south wall of the

building is 42 feet 7 inches; and of the north wall, 35 feet,

a portion of that wall having fallen into the sea. Between

these two walls are three rooms, two of which were about

1 5 feet long, and 9 feet 9 inches Inroad ; having a tessellated

pavement without pattern, but composed, apparently, of

small square pieces of broken tile.

On the pavement of the middle room were found several

fragments of Samian ware and some coins. The west room

had two doors. The vestiges of the door in the south wall

are near the edge of the cliff. The door on its north side is

not opposite to this, but a few feet from the other end of

the room. A stone on which a door-jamb had been fixed,

was found in the adjoining garden. There was a slight

descent from the middle apartment, at its north-east corner,

by a doorway (a step of which remained), into the east room.

The east room, from its raised fire-place, and the quantities

of ashes, with an iron billhook or chopper, and knife-handle,

found at its south-west corner, was probably the kitchen.

The blade of the billhook was 6^ inclies long, and 3 inches

broad; the handle 8^ inches long, and If broad,—total

length, 1 5 inches : the handle bent, possibly by ill usage.

Oyster and limpet shells, bones, and much crockery of a

rough description, were found on the east side of this

room. It is difficult to say where the kitchen ended, as a

modern ditch has been made on its eastern side. Many
roofins stones were found both there and on the outside of
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the south wall. Five feet of a broad causeway of large stones,

the (late of which is uncertain, cropped over a part of the

foundations of the south wall of the kitchen. To the north-

east of the kitchen is a platform of rubble and small stones,

11 feet 9 inches in length, and about 2 feet 6 inches in

breadth, and about level with the floor of the rooms. The
tessellated pavement of the west room reaches to the edge

of the cliff. It is about 1 4 feet above the sea.

Large portions of the building have probably been washed
away without observation, as the land at this part of the

coast has of late years been rapidly disappearing, Mr. Edwin
J. Smith states, losing as much, in some years, as twenty
yards. Within the last hundred years several fields north

of this spot have been washed into the sea. The quantities

of roofing stones which are now continually washed up with

the tide, dozens of which may at any time be seen on the

shore, would seem to indicate that a large extent of Roman
building may formerly have been there. Many of these

roofino- stones were of an hexagonal form, similar to those

found at the Eoman villa at Carisbrooke, and have holes in

them for nails. On the face of the cliff, under the south

wall, some large stones extend for two or three feet, as if for

draining purposes. There can be little doubt that the ori-

ginal building was destroyed by fire, from the quantity of

charcoal and ashes found near the roofino; stones on the ex-

treme east.

Mrs. Daniel Grist (set. 30), who was born in the cottage

Avhich adjoins this spot, remembers the land north of her

cottage as a ploughed field. She has seen the land in

masses as large as a house go down after a heavy rain, espe-

cially after a succession of dry weather followed by heavy
rains. She has observed roofing stones with the holes drilled

in them, on the shore, the last three years.

Among the articles found, besides the coins before men-
tioned, wliich first c;dled attention to the spot, arc a silver

Geta, in tolerable preservation ; also a silver Yibius Yolusi-

anus with the legend, imp cae vib volvsiano avg.; and on

the reverse. Equity standing, with the letters aeqvitas avg.;

a silver Constantius II,—the reverse a wreath, in which is

inscribed votis xxx mvltis xxxv.; also a Hadrian much
corroded; a first brass of Sabina, wife of Hadrian, also cor-

roded; on the reverse, the empress seated. Another, the
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head of an empress, date uncertain ; on the reverse, a female

figure standing. A copper coin, which has on one side a

two-handled vase, or it may be a lyre; the other side much
corroded. It has the appearance of a Greek coin. Two
other small coins, represented by Mr. E. J. Smith to be very

similar,were lost. One coin, with the letters DVVI surmount-

ing a rose, is difficult to make out. Four more Eoman
coins, much corroded, were found in the mould removed
from the building, viz. : 1, Vespasianus; rev., the eagle on a

globe. 2, Faustina Major; rev., either Augusta the empress

or Eternitas ; 3, obv. uncertain, but apparently of the age of

the Antonines; rev., a Victory marching. 4, a Valens, Gra-

tian, or Valentinian; rev. unintelligible being so much cor-

roded. 5, a silver coin of Maximus in tolerable preservation,

having on its reverse pax avg. Also two others, both ille-

gible. Mr. E. J. Smith also found two exceedingly small

coins, Eoman or Greek, one of which has on it apparently a

female head.

Besides these coins were found the eighteen leaden tickets

engraved in plate 22, which seem by their lettering to

betoken a Eoman character. Of the Eoman origin of one of

these there can be no doubt, as it has on one side a repre-

sentation of the wolf and Eomulus and Eemus (fig. 13). It

is different in form from the rest. I leave the engraving

(figs. 1 to 18) to exhibit the nature of these leaden hullcB.

Of the specimen No. 3, four were found. Nine others have
been found; five of them resembling the specimens deline-

ated, particularly in the prevalence of the letters tc. These
weigh about a drachm; but two, weighing two drachms and
a half each, have, on one a wheel, and on the other a female

head; the reverses illegible; two small ones are quite ille-

gible; and there are four pieces of lead of the small size,

which have no marks.

The use of these leaden hullce or tickets must be matter
of conjecture, and perhaps their age also. Our associate and
Vice-President, Mr. Cuming, whose authority is great on
such a subject, has declared them to be no older than the

seventeenth century, and to be merely " dumps," the play-

things of boys, or some of them net-sinkers. On the other

hand, another great authority, Mr. T. AVright, was at once
reminded, by the sight of these, of the similar leaden seals

found at the Eoman station of Vertene in Westmoreland.^

See pp. 228, 22!), vol. xxi.
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Another gentleman, Mr. G. M. Hills, believes that several of

the seals bear coats of arms (Nos. 4, 7, 8, 11), and one of

them (No. 5) a fleur-de-lis. In this conflict 1 hold to the

opinion which I first entertained and expressed, that they

are Koman; and I think their similarity to those described

in Mr, Roach Smith's Collectanea Antigua, from Verterce,^

and their association with the Eoman building I have de-

scribed, with the Koman coins, with the Samian ware, and
with the beautifid little bronze figure of Mercury (see fig. 10,

plate 2'3), a sutiicient ground for this opinion.

Mr. J. Ad kins Barton, who formerly lived at Newport (the

Medina of the Romans), has in his possession some leaden

tickets of the same kind found there ; as have also Mr. John
Locke and Mr. Whittinoham of the same town. Mr. Bar-

ton always considered the letters on these leaden tickets

an indication of a Roman origin, and the finding of others

at this Roman building seems to strengthen the opinion.

The devices on several of Mr. Barton's leaden tickets closely

resemble those from Gurnard's Bay, bearing the wheel on
one side, with tc on the other. Two of his have ah on one

side, and tc on the other. Another has a rude strip on one

side; the other imperfect, tc is, in fact, the most common
lettering, however the devices on the other side may vary.

By the kindness of the owner, 1 am enabled to give repre-

sentations of some of these Newport seals (figs. 19, 20, 21,

22,23, 24, plate 23); and I add one other (fig. 25) from Cray-

ford in Kent, found with some Roman coins. In connexion

with the trade conducted by the JMassilians through the Isle

of Wight, along the Rue-street, these hiillce, or, as I believe,

merchants' seals, ];)ossess a high interest; and I shall pre-

sently return to consider their bearing on the mercantile

question.

The discoveries of pottery arc not considerable. There

are fragments of Samian ware of a vase of unusual form (fig.

6, plate 23). In this drawing Mv. J. D. Smith has restored the

vessel. One of the fragments is given full size (fig. 7). The

' Collectanea Antigua, vol. vi, p. 117, 1'20, where simihir seals from Felix-

stowe, in Suftbik, arc described. Mr. C. Roach Smith's account of them is,

—

" That these seals were fastened to merchandise of some kind hy strings which
passed through the centre, in the same nuiuner as the leaden seals or bidUv

were athxed to the papal deeds. The string was laid across the molten metal,

which was then stamped on both sides." lie thought " their general character

bespoke a Phoenician origin." He refers to two leaden seals engraved in plate

.XI of Mr. Pettigrew's llistorif of Ei/ypiian Mummies.
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mouth is two inches in diameter. Another Samian ware
vessel was too much broken to admit of a restoration.

There are three fragments of Roman British pottery Hke
that found at Crockle in the New Forest, described by Mr.
Akerman in the thirty-third voL of the Archcvologia (p. 96).

One fragment has the common pattern of the indentation

made by the thumb. Another was part of an upright vase

about two inches in diameter. Both appear to have been
smoked in a fire-kiln. The third fragment was part of a
water-bottle or hydra (fig. 8, plate 23) with cross-lines round
the centre, of some white pigment. It is similar to frag-

ments obtained from Crockle, and now placed in the Hartley
Museum, Southampton.
Some other Samian ware, in bad condition, has been found

;

and one other piece, which T must produce (fig. 5, plate

23), I cannot l)ut think of ancient origin, notwithstanding

the deference I would give to Mr. Cuming's experienced

opinion, that it is Bottcher ware of the last century. It is

an inch and a half each way, of a deep chocolate colour, of

the finest material The execution of the ornamental por-

tion is of the highest order, remaining even to the present

time as sharply cut as any cameo. It seems to have suf-

fered no injury from the dampness of the soil from which it

was taken, which was not the case with the ordinary Samian
ware found with it. It is much to be reo^retted that no
other portions of this beautiful vase were found, as there

seems little doubt it was fabricated by a Greek artist.

So long ago as 1858 Mr. J. R. Smith found a piece of

Samian ware on the shore near the building lately discovered,

going tow^ards the place called Egypt. It is figured 9 in

plate 23. The tegidce, or roofing stones, are figured 1, 2, 3,

in the same plate, with some of the nails used to fix them.
Of metal, I have already alluded to the hatchet found in

the kitchen (fig. 4, plate 23). Three small bronze fragments
may be classed as Roman, parts of two fibulte and a button

;

and it only remains to speak of the concluding discovery, a
highly interesting one. The last article found was a bronze
figure of Mercury (fig. 10). The height is barely two inches

and a quarter. The left leg, from the knee, is missing, and the

left arm. The right arm is extended, holding a purse. There
are also the wings, by which this deity is characterised, at

the sides of the head; and the general appearance is not
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unlike the figure of Mercury delineated at plate 11, fig. 2,

p. 220, vol. xxi of our Journal. As the god of merchants,

that Penates would be likely to be found in a place of mer-
chandise, for which this Eoman building appears to have

been employed.

On a site used as a road, and for various purposes, during

successive generations, it is natural to suppose that other

interesting antiquarian objects would turn up; and there

were accordingly found here, or washed up by the tide from

the debris, some articles dating from the fifteenth century

to nearly the present time. One of the most singular is an

iron coml), which, judging from the imperial crown, the form

of the letters on it, and the ornamentation of the upper

portion, may be considered of the reign of about Kichard III.

The leaden button bearing a shield with a rose in the centre,

surmounted by a crown, may be of the reign of Elizabeth.

Another Ixitton is of the same description as those on the

dress of a fool or jester; made hollow and thin, so as to

iinoie against each other. A farthino; was found, of the

reign of Charles ; a halfpenny of Cromwell ; and a remark-

able collection of fragments of Ijuckles, nearly twenty in

number, from the largest size to the most minute. They
appear, in point of date, to be of the reign of Anne, or some-

what later. Fragments of handles of ancient sjDOons were

also picked up, with articles of recent date of no especial

interest.

In the discovery and thorough investigation of the found-

ations of this Roman building, the antiquarian public are

much indebted to the skill and perseverance of ]\Ir. E. J.

Smith. Dr. Wilkins also has greatly aided with his zealous

and judicious advice. I feel sure that the Association will

gratefully acknowledge our obligations to Mr. J. D. Smith

for his accurate and valuable drawings of the relics and of

the site. I regard the discovery itself as of historical im-

portance in strengthening the opinion entertained by Cam-
den, Whitaker, Henry,Warner, etc., and advocated by myself

before the British Archteological Association Congress at

Newport in 1855. I then adduced various reasons for be-

lieving that the route of which Rue-street forms the earlier

part, was the road by which the Cornish tin was conveyed

to the mart at Niton in the Isle of Wight, to be thence

shipped from Puckaster Cove to the coast of France; an
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opinion which recent discoveries of Roman remains in the

Isle of Wight, and especially of this Roman building at the

commencement of the route, confirms, and in my opinion

tends to establish. I may add that I have in my possession

a Greek silver coin of Alexander the Great, found at Chiller-

ton-street, on the Rue-street; and my friend, Mr. Adkins
Barton, has one of Lysimachus, found on the same route,

between Carisbrooke Castle and Gurnard Bay.

Before entering on the question of the trade with which

I believe the building now discovered to be connected, I

would refer to another collection of coins which I have had
the pleasure to lay before the Association, because I think

the presence of Greek coins among them bears on the ques-

tion of trade. By an accidental error in the report, when I

produced them, the owner of these coins, Mr. Drayson, is

spoken of as not living.^ He is happily still living, and is a

very intelligent, careful, scientific, and reliable person; and
there can be no doubt that the coins were found at the places

he names. Mr. Drayson's coins are chiefly Roman, viz., six

found at Nursling in Hampshire, six at Godshill near Ford-

ingbridge, four at South Stoneham, in the railway cutting,

twelve near Lymington and Buckland Rings, and some at

Bittern, Silchester, Winchester, and in Sussex at Midhurst

and Chichester. I quite agree with Mr. J. B. Bergne, who
has been kind enough to look over this collection, that so

far it possesses no object of special value; but when I come
to the twelve Greek and three Roman coins found at New-
town in the Isle of Wight, I must difi'er from his experienced

judgment. Mr. Bergne, I find, says :
" Alleged discoveries

of Greek coins in this country must be viewed primd facie
with great suspicion. They rarely, if ever, occur in ' finds'

which are well authenticated, or which come straight into

the hands of persons competently informed on the subject

;

but are produced by labourers or excavators to those who
are unable to form any critical judgment as to the correct-

ness of the tale that is told them, or as to the improba-

bilities and local and chronolooical difficulties which it

involves. The most competent judges discredit the genu-

ineness of such discoveries, as may be seen on reference to

notices, in the Numismatic Clu^onicle, of pretended ' finds'

of Greek coins at Exeter^ and in Shropshire.^ Without

' P. 359, vol. xxi. 2 Vol. i, p. 17. ' Vol. vil, p. 146.
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goiiif; to the length of saying lliat snch discoveries arc not

possible, there can be no doubt that they always require the

strictest examination.
" The Greek coins exhibited to the Association by ]\Ir. Kell

embrace a very wide range of locality. There are specimens

struck in Egypt, in Greece Proper, in Rhodes, Sicily, and I

think even Spain. In date they perhaps cover a period of

nearly five hundred years, from a coin of Agathocles to an

Egyptian one of Severus. They are all of copper, and for

the most part so ill preserved that it would be very difficult

to make out their correct attribution but for the knowledge

acquired from better examples. Considering how very local

the circulation of Greek coins appears to have been, from

every town having its own coinage, and from that coinage

being found chiefly in its own neighbourhood, it seems to

me scarcely credible that such a miscellaneous collection

should have found its way legitimately to the alleged places

of discovery,

"Again, the whole of the Greek coins in question are of

copper. This is a suspicious circumstance. It might be

expected that if Greek coins were brought here by mer-

chants, whether for the purpose of circulation, or for that of

traffic, they would have been of the precious metals, bearing

an intrinsic value, rather than of copper, which has next to

none. But in ' finds' of doubtful authenticity we should

hardly expect to have the more precious metal laid before

us. I may, besides, remark that the coins have not the

general appearance of ancient copper coins really found in

England, the soil of which is unfavourable to their preserv-

ation, and causes considerable oxidation when they are ex-

posed to it.

" But among the Eoman specimens stated to have been

found at Silchester is a copper piece of the size, and very much
of the fabric, of a worn down halfpenny of George II, or of

the early part of the reign of George III, bearing the name
of Julius CV'Psar, and roughly copied from the type of a well

known Roman silver coin of the ^Emilia family, with the

head of Csesar and the name of the moneyer, L. Buca.^ If

anything beyond internal evidence were required to cast

doubt upon the authenticity of the ' finds' under discussion,

it would be supplied by this piece, which is a mere modern

fabrication."
' Cohen, i>liit(.- II, No. 17.

1866 •!''>
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I fully admit the necessity for caution with respect to the

Greek coins, which Mr. Bergne so forcibly inculcates ; but the

genuineness of the character of these cannot be invalidated by

the accidental presence of a false Roman coin amongst those

attributed to Silchester. Such an accident naturally has led

Mr. Bergne to scrutinise the rest very closely, and it was

very desirable he should do so ; but I must submit that this

case of the Newtown coins is beyond all doubt, for Mr. Dray-

son, who for years was employed on the tithe commutation,

and thus had great facilities for collecting, is still resident at

Lyndhurst in the New Forest, and has kindly replied to my
inquiry as to how he came by the coins found at Newtown,
" that he and his Ijrother found them themselves, the greater

part on the shore where the land had been washed by the

sea ; and when found they were covered with a thick, dark

brown coating similar to any found in a bog. We were

foolish enough (he says) at the time to put them in vitriol

to make them bright, and afterwards gave them a good

scrubbing."

The coins thus found at Newtown (formerly called Franche-

ville) in 1840-43 are:

Agathocles, Greek.

Ptolemy 8 th or 9th. Egyptian.

Another Ptolemy. Ditto.

A coin of Corinth or Syracuse. Ohv., the head of Venus;

rev., a flying horse.

A Greek coin. Obv., head of Mars ; rev., an eagle.

A Greek coin bearing a female head.

A Greek coin. Ohv., Jupiter; rev., warrior with a shield.

A Greek coin, probably Macedonian. Ohv., a female head

;

rev., Jupiter seated.

A Byzantine coin and two others, probably Greek.

A Greek colonial coin. Obv., head of Antoninus Pius;

rev., a wreath and letters s.c.

Also a coin of Constantine, an Urbs Roma, and a Caligula.

1 adopt, therefore, the Newtown " find" as an evidence tliat

a Greek traftic with the Isle of Wight existed; and I pro-

ceed to shew the grounds on which I found my Ijelief that

a trade in tin was carried on by the Romans, who brought

the article from Cornwall into Hampshire, thence into the

Isle of Wight by our newly discovered house at Gurnard

Bay, then'l)y the Rue-street across the Island to Niton,
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whence it was taken to tJie coast of France, and transj^ortcd

to tlie Greek colony of Marseilles to Ije distributed in the

Mediterranean. I have already quoted Mr. Roach Smith's

opinion that the lead hull(B arc merchants' tickets ; and if it

is considered that my conclusions as to the route of the tin-

trade are tenable, it will scarcely be doubted that these seals

were used l)y the mercliants to mark their ownership of the

goods in transit, .

In the very excellent address of Colonel Sir Henry James
on " The ancient British Tin-Trade," at a conversazione of

the Polytechnic Institution at Southampton in 1864, reasons

were adduced for considering St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall,

as the mart at which it was conducted ; and I was adverted

to as holding the opinion that the Isle of Wight was the

locality alluded to by Diodorus Siculus. As one side of the

argument has been so ably handled, I will endeavour now
to put forward my own view, although in almost the same

terms as I have already done elsewhere.^

It cannot be precisely ascertained when the tin-trade of

the ancient British inhabitants of the Isle of Wight com-

menced. It may have been as early as 300 years B.C.; but

it is more generally placed 200 years B.C.; and it continued

till tlie entire conquest of Britain by the Romans supplied

other and more convenient marts. The circumstances under

which it originated were the followino;. The Phoenicians

carried on, as is universally allowed, a trade in tin with the

Cassiterides, or Scilly Isles, some assert as early as the build-

ing of Solomon's Temple, 101 2 B.C. Bockhart places it about

904 years B.C.; but at all events it must have been 500

years B.C., as Herodotus, who flourished in 440 B.C., describes

it. They it was who first enjoyed this profitable commerce,

and afterwards their colony (Carthage) shared in it ; and,

when Tyre and Sidon were destroyed, 330 B.C., pursued it

alone with the greatest vioour. In the meantime a Pliocean

colony from Greece, which had been dislodged from an

attempted settlement at Corsica by the Carthaginians, esta-

blished themselves at Marseilles. The spirit of commerce

was strong in them, and having established commercial rela-

tions with their Gallic neighbours, they aspired after a par-

ticipation in the lucrative trade in the stores of the tin-mines,

the locality of which the Carthaginians so long concealed.

' Davenport Adams's Garden Isle, p. 222.
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It is said that the spirited geographer, Pytheas of Marseilles,

who about 330 years B.C. visited Britain, gave the first inti-

mation of it to his countrymen. The Carthaginians, how-
ever, with their colonies along the borders of the Mediter-

ranean, and their superior navy, were masters of the ocean
;

and as the Massilians could not go to the Britons in Corn-

wall by sea, they prevailed on the Britons to bring their tin

to the nearest and most commodious placie of transit to the

coast of France, which was obviously the Isle of Wight.

The mode in which the tin was conveyed is detailed in two
passages of Diodorus Siculus with much particularity, in the

first of which he describes the tin as brought by this route

to Marseilles; and in the last, across Celtica, to both Mar-
seilles and Narbonne, marking a second epoch in the tin-

trade, when Narbonne, a Eoman colony, had also j)art in the

traffic, and when another route through Celtica had been
employed.

The first passage in Diodorus Siculus, to which I allude

(book 5th, c. ii), runs : "They that inhabit the British pro-

montory of Belerium, by reason of their converse with mer-
chants, are more civilised and courteous to strangers than

the rest are. These are the peoj^le which make the tin,

which, with a great deal of care and labour, they dig out of

the ground ; and that being rocky, the metal is mixed with

some veins of earth, out of which they melt the metal, and
then refine it. Then they cast it into regular blocks, and
carry it to a British isle near at hand, called Ictis; for at

low tide, all being dry between them and the island, they

then convey over in carts abundance of tin. But there is

one thing more peculiar to these islands, which lie between
Britain and Europe ; for at full sea they appear to be islands,

but at low w^atcr, for a long way, they look like so many
peninsulas. Hence the merchants transport the tin they

buy of the inhabitants to France ; and for thirty days' journey

they carry it in packs, upon horses' backs, through France

to the mouth of the Ehonc."

The other account is,
—"Above Lusitania there is much

of this metal, that is, in the islands lying in the ocean over

against Iberia, which are therefore called the Cassiterides

;

and much of it likewise is transported out of Britain into

(Jaul, the opposite continent, which the merchants carry on

horseback tJn'ounh tho lioart ofC'eltica to Marseilles and the
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city of Narbo, which city is a Eoman colony, and the greatest

mart-town for wealtli and trade in those parts."

The graphic description thus given by Diodorus Siculus

of the transmission of the tin from Cornwall through the

Isle of Wight (the Ictis here mentioned) to the coast of

France has been generally received. Dr. Whitaker, in his

History of Manchester, has ably shewn how this traffic was

carried on by reference to the then existing lines of commerce

in ]3ritain, over which it exercised an important influence;

and this opinion has been maintained by Camden, Henry,

Warner, Sir Colt Hoare, Corner, Lappenburgh, and others.

Dr. Borlase, on the contrary, asserts that the Ictis of Diodo-

rus Siculus was one of the larger Scilly Isles, now submerged.

Polwhele, in his llistory of Devonshire, triumphantly ex-

poses this hypothesis, shewing that the tin was obtained by

the Massilian merchants from Cornwall and Devonshire, as

well as from the Scilly Islands; that to send it to one of

them by carts, for embarkation to the coast of France, was

to send it, by all that distance, out of the way. He con-

jectures that the Ictis of Diodorus was St. Nicholas Isle, at

the mouth of the river Tamar ; the neighl )Ourhood of which,

and also of Dartmoor, abounded with tin ; but he adds that

" his ideas are theoretical, and that circumstances only give

a plausible air to his hypothesis." The Isle of St. Nicholas,

though exhibiting the phenomenon of a peninsula at low

water, is, in fact, only three miles in extent.

Another hypothesis which has met with more favour, and

has been supported by Sir C. Hawkins, Dr. Maton, Dr. Bar-

ham, etc., is, that St. Michael's Mount is the Ictis of Diodo-

rus Siculus; but the objections to this hypothesis are still

greater. In the first place it is exposed to the difficulty of

the two preceding, in that it does not answer to the descrip-

tion which Pliny gives (lib. 4, cap. xvi, vol. i, p. 233) when

he represents the historian Tim?eus stating that " Ictus was

six days' sail inward from Britain." I quote the passage to

which I allude :
" Timteus historicus a lU-itannia introrsus

sex dierum navigatione abesse dicit insulani jMictim in qua

candidum plumbum proveniat." " JMictim" is here obviously

put for " Ictim," by a mistake of some copyist iterating the

final on of the preceding word, "insulam." St. jNIichael's

Mount is, moreover, too insignilicaut in size for so extensive

a mart, being, as it stands now, a mere ocean rock, and but
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three or four hundred yards long, and from thirty to forty

yards broad, which corresponds not at all to the description

by Diodorus Sicidus of a large ]iortion of ground (" polun

topon"). And though I do not lay much stress on the his-

torian's remark, that "these islands between Britain and

Europe" appear only islands at high water, and that when

the tide is out the intervening space is left dry, and they

seem to be peninsulas
;
yet this description does not so well

apply to the solitary isle of St. Michael's Mount as to the

Isle of Wight, near which are the islands of Portsea, Hay-

ling, Thorney, etc., which at ebb become peninsulas. But

th(?objection, which is fatal to the St. Alichael Mount theory,

and which supersedes the necessity of any further reference

to it, is that there is abundant proof that St. JMichael's

Mount did not exist as an island in those days, but was
" part and parcel" of the mainland of Cornwall. Florence

of AVorcester says " it was originally enclosed in a very thick

wood, distant from the sea six miles, affording the finest

shelter for wild beasts." It is described in the charter of

Edward the Confessor as St. Michaels near the sea ("juxta

mare"); and tradition affirms that St. Michael's Mount was

called " the hoar rock in the wood," and once stood in a

forest. The ]\Iount must therefore have been, by some inroad

of the ocean, severed from the mainland, and authentic his-

tory records the particular period. The Saxon Chronicle

states (Gibsoni Chronicum Saxonicum, a.d. 1099, p. 207):

" In this year (1099), also on St. Martin's festival, the waves

of the sea made great inroads, and occasioned more loss than

any one had ever known them to do before."

Another writer (Simon of Durham), speaking of the same

catastrophe, says that "it (the storm) took place on the 11th

of November, destroying toivns and men in great numbers,

and oxen and sheep innumerable." Confirmatory of the

above statements is the fact that the geological formation of

the Mount demonstrates it to have formed a portion of the

mainland too recently to leave it an open question whether

it was the island Ictis. Dr. Borlase states that " on the

strand of JMount's Bay, midivay between the piers of St.

Michael's Mount and Penzance, on the 19th of January, 1737,

the remains of a wood (which, according to a tradition,

covered a large tract of ground in Mount's Bay) appeared."

Sir Charles Lyell thus describes these remains :
" Between
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St. Michael's Mount and Newl}n tlierc is seen, under tlic

sroiind, black vegetable mould full of hazel-nuts, and the

branches, leaves, roots, and trunks of forest trees, all of indi-

genous species." (Lyell's Principles of Geology, vol. i, p. 418,

3rd edition.) Sir Henry de la Beche confirms these state-

ments in his report of the geology of Cornwall and Devon-

shire, by similar observations of the discovery, on this spot,

of (uudecom'[)osed) insects, displaying the most beautiful

shining colours. The hazel-nuts, be it noted, correspond in

their state of maturity exactly to the time of year when the

submersion occurred (November).

I have thus, I think, shewn the insuperable difficulties to

the theories of Borlase and Polwhele, and to that also which

maintains that St. Michael's Mount is the Ictis of Diodorus

Siculus ; and until some mag;ician's wand shall evoke another

island from the " vasty deep," there remains no alternative

but to accept the conclusion to which the most obvious con-

struction of the wording of Diodorus leads us, that the Isle

of Wight is the Ictis of which he makes mention. By plac-

ing the digamma (the v) before this word, it l^ecomes, by a

not uncommon orthographical change, the Vectis of the

Romans, as we find the Greek word, is (force), is changed

into the Latin vis.

And what reason is there that we should lose ourselves in

fanciful conjectures when almost every circumstance of

which the nature of the case admits, conspires to support the

more obvious reading ? The Isle of AVight is palpably the

most direct line of route for the tin from Cornwall to its

final destination, Marseilles. There is, probably, an ancient

British road (certainly one used by the Romans) from Corn-

wall to Lepe, the part of the Hants coast opposite the Isle

of Wight, from which the tin was conveyed to it.

Traces of names associated with the tin-trade still linger

at various parts of the route, such as " Stansa Bay" and
" Stans Ore Point," adjoining Lepe, where the ore left the

mainland on its crossing to Gurnard in the Isle of Wight,

—

names obviously derived from the Latin word stannum (tin).

There are also places in the line of the British road through

the Isle of Wight, the names of which (Rue-street and

Gonneville-lane) are evidently derived, according to common
practice, from places on the French coast, viz., Rue, the chief

town of the district near the Somme, and Gonneville on the
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Seine, whither the tin was to be transported. The Isle of

Wight has this time-honoured and picturesque British road

nearly direct across it, in the track of which Greek and Eoman
coins have been picked up; for it must be borne in mind that

after Marseilles had been subdued by Julius Caesar, 49 B.C.,

the traffic was carried on under Roman auspices. There is,

too, the proud old Caer at Carisbrooke; not on the highest

eminence, but in the centre of the Island, and the most com-

manding position on the line to guard the treasure on its

convoy. There are Chillerton-street and Chale-street on this

British road, and the tin-mart itself in a most sheltered spot

in a part of Niton fields, near to Puckaster, where the tin-

merchants might draw up their carts, and arrange their sales

with the foreign purchasers. There is the port of Puckaster

(evidently a Roman name), whence the tin was emlmrked,

which was sufficiently capacious for that purpose
;
probably

even large enough, in those days, to harl^our a Roman fleet.

A most exact historian, Rohan von Muller, states that the

Roman fleets cruised in the Channel, or stationed themselves

at the Isle of Wight. (Muller's Universal Dictionary, book

8, chap. V.) It has l)een demonstrated by an accomplished

French writer, M. Poilly, that there was on the opposite

coast of France, between the rivers Somme and Authie, a

colony of Greeks from Marseilles, ready to receive the tin

as it arrived, and forward it to Marseilles; and another

French author, M. Howell, has shewn the existence of a

Greek colony in the neighbourhood of the Seine.

And what are the formidable objections to the Isle of

Wioht being the Ictis of Diodorus "? That it is difficult to

believe that the Britons would convey their tin from Corn-

wall, in carts, to so distant a spot. But who that bears in

mind the far-famed British chariots and gallant steeds, the

admiration even of imperial Rome, will express surprise that

those who were thus perfect in what may be termed the

carriages of those days, should l)e able to drive a cart two
hundred miles '? How much easier was such land-carriage

than the transport of the same tin from the boisterous

regions of the Land's End,—an oft tempestuous voyage to

the Mediterranean by nations who were ignorant of the

compass, and ol)bged to hug the dangerous shores of the

British Channel on the coasts of France and Spain.

And how easy would be the transmission of the tin by
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tlie Belga3 on the soLitli of England, to their l)rother Jk'lgjB

on the other side of the Channel, esjoecially where all parties

had a peeuniary interest in the undertaking ? And where,

again, is the great diftieulty of supposing that the Isle of

Wight was alternately an island and a peninsula, accordino"

to the state of the tide 1 Have we not similar instances now
in various islands on the coast of Cornw^all ; in St. Michael's

Mount, Normandy; St. Catharine Isle, near Tenby; Lindis-

farn, etc.

And have we not numerous illustrations of such tempo-
rar}'" peninsulas having become islands altogether, when, on
some extraordinary rush of tide, or violence of tempest, the

intervening land had given way, and a current had been
originated, the force of which continually widened the breach

and deepened the channel, as is the case with this same
Solent sea, which has been widened and deepened even
within the present generation. It may be as well objected

that Tacitus^ is not to be believed when he describes Aeri-

cola, in the invasion of Mona, as ordering those soldiers who
were well acquainted with the shallows between the Isle of

Anglesea and the mainland, to dash across the channel with

their horses, because the depth of the intervening sea would
not nnw allow such a feat to be accomplished; as that Dio-
dorus Siculus is not to be credited when he describes the

passage of the tin by land, at the ebb of tide, from Hamp-
shire to the Isle of Wight.

At my last visit to Gurnard Bay, Sept. 15th, 1S6G, the

vestiges of the Koman building had entirely disappeared.

The same inroads of the Solent sea, which had undermined
the hill on which it had stood, and .which had probably car-

ried away considerable portions of it before it was discovej-ed,

still continuing, the proprietor of the estate has erected sea-

groining to some extent, before the spot, to prevent the

foundering' of more land; and has cut the face of the cliff to

make it slope to the shore, thus strengthening the founda-

tions of the cliff at the expense of demolishing the traces of

the building. These alterations on tlie site have also covered

over the spot where the majority of the interesting leaden

seals were found. The bulwarks against the encroachments

of the sea, however, tend to the preservation of that portion

of the building which there is reason to believe extends into

' De Vita Agricohc, caput 32.
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the contiguous cottage garden, as the walls of the Roman
building perceptibly enter the under part of the bank of the

io;arden hedge. In the meantime Mr. E. J. Smith continues

closely to observe the shore, and has discovered at low water

Roman pottery of various kinds, and numerous pieces of

iron and lead, extending over a space of nearly a quarter of

a mile to the north, and five or six hundred yards to the

eastward. After a westerly gale, a portion of the shingle is

removed; and then, if smooth weather intervene, these relics

are constantly laid bare. The coins are usually found in

the immediate vicinity of the relics of the building. Of

Roman coins there have been recently discovered five,—

a

Faustina, and four much corroded, one of which is probably

a Posthumus. The wdiole list of EngHsh coins found at

Gurnard, from 1844 to October, 1866, consists of—three

small silver coins of Elizabeth ; three of Charles I or IT, half-

pence, and twenty farthings of Charles I; one coin of the

Commonwealth, 1653, silver; two small copper tokens, one

dated 1636; one ditto, no date, about the size of a three-

penny piece ; one ditto halfpenny. Isle of Wight, 1669; one

ditto, Grompton, 1682; two halfpence of William and Mary,

1694; one of William III; one halfpenny and one farthing

of George I; and about twenty halfpence of George II.

They arc, no doubt, accumulations from the sea-washed site

of the destroyed fort called Gurnard Castle.


